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Abstract
The challenge in the next future is to increase the energy efficiency of telecommunications
networks, and specifically wireless devices that present the highest energy consumption
coefficient per bit transmitted among all the networking devices. However, making a network
device green can cause performance deterioration. The target of this paper is to propose a
new algorithm for the transmission of multiplexed rate-controlled multimedia streams over
wireless channels. The algorithm is an energy-efficient variant of ARQ to exploit the
correlation of the wireless channel behavior. In addition, in order to compensate transmission
bandwidth reduction due to the energy saving policies, a cross-layer approach is applied
introducing a source Rate Controller working to modify the video quality according to the
state of the transmission buffer. An analytical model of the whole system is presented in order
to evaluate performance and provide some guidelines to design the configuration parameters
of the proposed algorithm.
Keywords: Wireless communications, Energy efficient algorithm, Cross-layer approach,
ARQ, Video transmission, Performance Evaluation.
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1. Introduction
Appealing services of telecommunications networks today are given by video
transmissions on wireless networks [28]. They are supported by the enormous diffusion of
portable computers and new generation cellular phones on the one hand, on the other have
favored the realization of very complex widespread wireless networks.
At the same time, in the last few years power consumption has become very relevant in
our life, and there is EU-wide incentive to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 20% before
year 2020. More in deep, 3% is expected to come from the ICT sector and a major role in
"greening" telecommunications will be played by wireless networking technologies. For this
reason, if up to now the main goal of research and industrial work in telecommunications has
been to maximize performance, or reduce energy consumption in mobile devices to lengthen
their battery life, the challenge in the next future will be to realize green telecommunications
networks, and specifically wireless devices that present the highest energy consumption
coefficient per transmitted bit, among all the networking devices [20].
In this perspective a significant amount of works have been done in recent years to make
both wired [19, 40, 34, 24, 41, 22, 36, 35]) and wireless transmissions energy efficient [37,
29]. More specifically, in wireless networks the most part of them have been devoted to save
energy in low-power battery devices, with the aim of increasing their lifetime [13, 4]. Since
the launch of 3G access, mobile networks are a major consumer of electricity, and with LTE
mobile operators we have to prepare for even further increases in power consumption per
base station. The energy bill of current deployed wireless networks is already more than
significant, surpassing the 20% of the operating costs for some of them [3]. Thus, means to
lower the energy consumption of wireless networks are very valuable. Unfortunately, the
power amount necessary for efficient and reliable transmissions makes wireless network
devices, like wireless routers and network interfaces, the most critical devices to be optimized.
Therefore, greening a wireless network device can cause performance deterioration. It is
widely accepted that a good way to improve performance from the network level to the
application level is to use a cross-layer approach [33, 10, 9]. However, it is challenging to
maintain perceived Quality of Service (QoS) acceptable when energy saving strategies are
implemented.
Energy consumed for efficient wireless transmissions is strongly related to techniques for
maintaining reliable communications over noisy channels, such as forward error correction
(FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ). However, the channel-state unaware behavior
makes both FEC and traditional ARQ techniques energy inefficient. For this reason, some
channel-adaptive link layer protocol ideas, such as GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ based on
channel probing [44, 45], and ARQ based on stochastic learning automaton [39], have been
proposed earlier. Now a challenging task for a successful deployment of mobile video
services is to focus at the same time both power consumption at the transmission level and
quality of service (QoS) at the application level, with the aim of providing system designers
with a tool for achieving a tradeoff between these two above opposite targets.
With this in mind, in this paper we propose a new algorithm for the transmission of
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multiplexed rate-controlled multimedia streams over wireless channels. A cross-layer
approach is coupled with the algorithm to avoid quality deterioration due to the application of
the energy saving policy. The overall system consists of both a channel-adaptive ARQ-based
protocol and an adaptive video transmission system. The system is therefore adaptive in both
video source coding and ARQ transmission. More specifically, we propose a new version of
the SW-ARQ algorithm, in the following referred to as Energy-Efficient ARQ (EE-ARQ), in
order to exploit the correlation of the wireless channel behavior, so minimizing transmission
when the channel state is bad. In addition, in order to compensate transmission bandwidth
reduction due to the energy saving policies, a Rate Controller is introduced to follow a
feedback law to control the encoding rate of the sources. Finally, using an analytical model of
the system, some guidelines are provided to design algorithm parameters.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed Green Adaptive
Video Wireless Transmission system we consider in the rest of the paper. Section 3 introduces
the proposed algorithm for energy-efficient transmission on wireless channels. Section 4
introduces the Markov model of the system and Section 5 defines the main performance
parameters regarding both video encoding quality, queue, ARQ transmission and consumed
power. In Section 6 the model is then applied to a case study to evaluate the performance of a
real case. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. System Description
In this section we will describe the Green Adaptive Video Wireless Transmission system
we consider in the rest of the paper. It is constituted by a Video Multiplexer loaded by V
Adaptive Video Sources connected to it through high-speed low-delay links. The Video
Multiplexer Queue is served by a wireless channel with time-variant bit error rate (BER)
behavior; channel losses are managed with the Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) protocol.
The wireless output link constitutes the system bottleneck. When channel conditions get
worse, more retransmissions are needed and the Video Multiplexer queue length increases. In
order to avoid congestion, video sources are adaptive, that is, their emission bit rate is
modified by a Rate Controller located in the Video Multiplexer, according to the state of the
Video Multiplexer Queue, with a mechanism described later in this section.
Adaptive Video Sources we are considering are any video sources that, according to a
given feedback, can modify their encoding rate run time in order to change their emission rate.
Let  be the encoding rate array, containing all the available emission bit rates of the video
sources, and  the quality array, containing the quality levels associated to the available
emission bit rates, expressed in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR); let G be the
number of encoding levels, that is, the cardinality of the sets  and  .
Packets coming from video sources are subdivided in ARQ blocks of H bits to be
managed by the ARQ protocol. These ARQ blocks are buffered in the Video Multiplexer
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Queue whose dimension, defined as the maximum number of blocks that can be
accommodated in the queue and in the server facility, is K . Let C be the transmission rate
on the wireless link, expressed in bits per second, as seen by the Video Multiplener Queue.
Thus the time needed to transmit one ARQ block is  ARQ = H/C .
In the considered scenario the most appropriate version of ARQ is the stop-and-wait ARQ
(SW-ARQ) because delays introduced by it are not too high, given that link propagation
delays are negligible as compared to the ARQ block transmission time; on the other hand it
ensures that packets are received at destination in the same order as they were sent by the
transmitter.
The system architecture is synthesized in Fig. 1. As we can note, the approach we propose
is cross-layer. In fact, as shown in the figure, we can identify three distinct layers: the
Adaptive Video Source layer, constituted by the video sources that encode video and produce
IP packets that are sent to the underlying Video Multiplexer layer; the Video Multiplexer
layer that fills ARQ blocks with the flows coming from the video sources, and buffers them
in the Video Multiplexer Queue; the Wireless Transmitter layer that transmits ARQ block on
the wireless channel. The above three layers, although remaining distinct, change their
behavior according to the feedback received by the other layers. In fact, as already described
so far, according to the state of the queue, the Video Multiplexer sends "Rate-increase" or
"Rate-decrease" messages to the Adaptive Video Sources. On the other hand, according to the
result of the wireless transmission, the Video Multiplexer with the EE-ARQ inside, decides
whether a new, or the same, ARQ block has to be sent to the Wireless Transmitter, for a new
attempt of transmission. The design is cross-layer as well, since system parameters can be
chosen taking into account at the same time perceived quality at the Video source layer, delay
and loss probability at the Video Multiplexer layer, and energy consumption at the Wireless
transmitter layer.
Adaptive Video Sources
S1

S2

SV
Adaptive-rate
video flows

Rate-increase
or
Rate-decrease
messages

Video Multiplexer
ARQ blocks

Transmission result
(Success or Failure)

Wireless
Transmitter

Figure 1: Cross-layer view of the system architecture
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In the next section we will describe the algorithm to be applied to ARQ to achieve energy
saving transmissions on wireless channels.

3. EE-ARQ Algorithm
In this paper we propose a modified version of the SW-ARQ protocol, in order to make it
energy efficient. We will refer to this new algorithm as EE-ARQ (Energy-Efficient ARQ).
The motivation at the base of it is that the quality behavior of the underlying wireless
transmission channel is a strongly-correlated stochastic process, that is, the same
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) level is maintained for a period that is very long as compared to
the transmission duration of a single ARQ block. For this reason, if a transmission has failed,
it is highly likely that an immediately successive attempt will follow the same sort. Starting
from this consideration, we propose to use a retransmission algorithm where the transmission
is attempted with a probability depending on the number of previous attempts. In such a way,
the sender deduces the state of the channel and transmits more rarely when the channel is
considered bad. M ore specifically, as in the classical SW-ARQ protocol, let  be the
counter of retransmission attempts for the same ARQ block (  = 0 when the block is
transmitted for the first time). The counter  is incremented by one at each retransmission
attempt, and reset to zero when a block is removed from the service facility because
successfully transmitted or discarded because the maximum number of retransmissions,
(R )
sMAX
, has been reached.

According to the new EE-ARQ protocol, in a generic instant when the sender should
transmit a block according to the classical SW-ARQ protocol, the transmission is attempted
with a probability (Tx ) (  ) depending on the number of previous attempts,  . It is defined
as:
(Tx ) (  ) =

1
Txlaw (  )

(1)

where Txlaw (  ) is the transmission law associated to the retransmission policy. In this paper
we consider and analyze a retransmission policy similar to the exponential backoff adopted
by IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD protocol. When this policy is adopted, the transmission law, i.e.
the denominator of the probability to attempt a transmission, increases exponentially with the
number of previous attempts of retransmission. It is defined as:
(R )
Txlaw (  ) =   , with   1 and  {0,, sMAX
}

45
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Using this law allows the sender to deduce the state of the channel to transmit more rarely
when the channel is bad. As we will see in Section 6, t he choice of 

h as a strong

impact on the overall system performance in terms of both application quality and energy
consumption.
As already observed so far, the task of the Rate Controller is to control the emission bit
rate of the video sources with the target of maintaining the queue length as much constant as
possible, avoiding situations in which the buffer empties or overflows due to some channel
condition variations. To this purpose the Rate Controller periodically monitors the state sQ
of the Video Multiplexer Queue, defined as the number of ARQ blocks which are present in
the queue and in the service facility; based on it, the Rate Controller implements a feedback
law that determines at each time slot whether sending “rate-increase” or “rate-decrease”
feedback messages to the video sources. In order to tune the system reaction time, the Rate
Controller decides the number of sources that have to change their rates. More specifically, at
each time slot, the Rate Controller first decides the kind of message to send to the video
sources according to the state of the queue: when sQ is less than a given threshold q L , it
sends “rate-increase” messages, while it sends “rate-decrease” messages when sQ is greater
than another threshold, q H ; no messages are sent when sQ  qL , qH  . Then the Rate
Controller decides the number of sources that have to receive the above messages. This
number is calculated as v~(sQ ) =   f law (sQ ) , where f law ( sQ ) is the per-source feedback law
mask defined as follows:
 sQ
   1 0  sQ < qL
 qL
f law ( sQ ) =  0
qL  sQ  qH
 sQ  qH
qH < sQ  K

 K  qH

(3)

where K is the Video Multiplexer Queue dimension, as defined at the beginning of
Section II. The function f law is shown in Fig. 2 . The coefficient  {1,,V } allows the
Rate Controller to decide the maximum number of sources that can be contacted
simultaneously.
Since the number v~( sQ ) may not be an integer, it is rounded to one of the closest integer
values with probabilities proportional to its distance from them. So the final number of
sources that have to change their rate is given by:
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v~ ( sQ )
with probability :1 V ( sQ )
 ~
v( sQ ) = v ( sQ )  1 with probability :V ( sQ )
0
otherwise


(4)

where V (sQ ) = v~(sQ )  v~(sQ ) , and x  indicates the maximum integer lower than or
equal to x . The v( sQ ) sources to be contacted are randomly chosen among the V sources
loading the buffer, starting from the ones encoding at the highest bit rate if sQ  qH  1, K  ,
or from the ones encoding at the lowest bit rate, if sQ  0, qL  1 .
The parameters q L and q H can be used to tune the reaction time of the system against
the stability of the quality of service perceived at the user level: the higher the distance
between q L and q H , the less reactive the system, but the more stable the encoding quality.
f law ( sQ )

1

0 qL

K 2 q H K sQ

Figure 2: Feedback law

4. System Model
In this section we will model the Green Adaptive Wireless Transmission system described
in the previous section, and in the following indicated as  . As already said, it is a queueing
system loaded by an aggregate of V video adaptive sources, and served by a wireless
channel with the energy efficient EE-ARQ mechanism described so far. The model will be
defined by using the most general Markov-modulated process in the discrete-time domain,
the Switched Batch Bernoulli process (SBBP) [25].

4.1 Markov Chain State Definition
As usual, the first step to define a discrete-time system model is to choose the time slot.
As mentioned before, ARQ blocks are the queueing units. Therefore, in the following we will
consider, as the model time slot, the so-called ARQ reaction period, indicated as  , and
defined as the time needed to transmit an ARQ block and receive the relative ack on the
wireless link.
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Let us indicate the system constituted by the queue and the service facility as the
Multiplexer Queue. Let us define the following processes:


N ( p) be the queue drain process of this system, representing the number of ARQ
blocks removed from the system in the p -th slot;



W ( p) be the emission process of the Adaptive Source aggregate, representing the
number of ARQ blocks sent to the queue from the source aggregate during the p -th
slot.

A complete description of the system  at the p -th slot requires a two-dimensional





Markov chain, whose state in the generic p -th slot is defined as S () ( p) = S (W ) ( p), S ( S ) ( p) ,
where:


S

(W )

( p) is the state of the underlying Markov chain of the adaptive source aggregate

emission process W ( p) . It is a vector of G elements; the g -th element, for

g {1,...,G} , represents the number of sources using the g -th encoding level for the
frame to be encoded in the p -th slot;


S

(S )

( p) is the state of the Markov chain of the queueing system process; it is a





two-dimensional Markov chain defined as S ( S ) ( p) = S (Q) ( p), S ( N ) ( p) where:
-

S (Q) ( p) {0,..., K} is the queue state, i.e. the number of ARQ blocks in the queue
and in the server facility at the p -th slot;

-

S

(N)

( p) is the state of the Markov chain characterizing the queue drain process

N ( p) ; it is defined as S ( N ) ( p) = S ( R ) ( p), S (C ) ( p) where:


( R)
S ( R ) ( p) {' w' , ' w0 ' ,0, ' w1 ' ,1,..., ' w ( R ) ' , sMAX
} is the ARQ retransmission
sMAX

(R )
} , if a block is
state. More specifically, S ( R ) ( p) =  , for  {0,..., sMAX

transmitted at the p -th slot and this transmission is the  -th retransmission
for that block (note that S ( R ) ( p) = 0 for the first transmission of each block);
48
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(R )
} , if the block in the service is not
S ( R ) ( p) =' w ' , for  {0,..., sMAX

transmitted at the p -th slot, waiting for the  -th retransmission in a later
slot; S ( R ) ( p) =' w' (queue waiting for a packet) if there are no blocks in the
queue to be transmitted (i.e. S (Q ) ( p) = 0 ) .


S (C ) ( p) is the channel state during the transmission at the p -th slot.

4.2 System Time Evolution Model
Since we are applying a discrete-time model, the first step is to define the sequence of
events in each slot. To this end let us consider the values of the system state S (  ) ( p) in the
generic ( p  1) -th and p -th slots as s 1 = sW 1 , s S1  and s  2 = sW 2 , s S 2  , respectively,
where s S1 = sQ1 , s N1  = sQ1 , sR1 , sC1  and s S 2 = sQ 2 , s N 2  = sQ 2 , sR 2 , sC 2 , respectively.
Let us now define the structure of the generic system state transition from the generic slot

p  1 to the slot p . The system state is monitored at the end of each slot, in a time instant
referred to as the Observation Point, containing the starting values for the system variables of
the next slot. Each transition is structured according to the following steps:
1. at the beginning of the p -th slot, the transmission result (i.e. failure or success) of
the attempt of transmission done in the ( p  1) -th slot, is known: it determines the
occurrence that in the p -th slot a retransmission for the same block is needed (in case
of failure), or a new block in the queue, if any, enters the service substituting the
successfully transmitted one (in case of success); therefore, the value d {0,1} of the
process N ( p) , representing the number of ARQ blocks removed from the service, is
determined;
2. at the same time, the feedback messages (if any) generated by the Rate Controller on
the basis of the queue state value sQ1 in the ( p  1) -th slot, determine the source
aggregate state transition sW 1  sW 2 and, consequently, the number of blocks,

W ( p) = rW , emitted by the source aggregate during the p -th slot;
49
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3. the number of blocks removed from the service, together with the number of emitted
blocks by the source aggregate, deterministically determine the queue state transition
sQ1  sQ 2 ;

4. afterwards, based on the number of packets removed from the service and on the new
value sQ 2 of the queue state in the p -th slot, and according to the retransmission
probability (Tx ) (  ) in (1) , the transition of the retransmission counter state,
sR1  sR 2 , is derived;

5. finally, the channel state transition, sC1  sC 2 , occurs.

Once the system state transition is completed, if there is a block in the service in the p -th
slot, an attempt of transmission is done according to the retransmission probability (Tx ) (  ) .
The

transmission result, based on the channel state sC 2 in the p -th slot, will be known at

the Observation Point at the end of the p -th slot. This result will determine the system state
transition in the next slot.

4.3 Model of the Whole Green Adaptive Wireless Transmission System

The target of this section is to derive the transition probability matrix P ( ) of the Markov
process S (  ) ( p) , representing the state of the Transmission system as a whole. The generic
element of the transition probability matrix P ( ) is defined as:
(W )
(W )


S ( p) = sW 2 S ( p  1) = sW 1 
Ps( 1) , s  2  = Prob ( S )

(S )

S ( p) = s S 2 S ( p  1) = s S1 


(5)

Now, applying the total probability theorem for each possible value of the number of
arrivals, r , and the number of blocks drained from the queue, d , after some mathematical
elaborations accounting the memoryless property of Markov chains, we obtain:
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S (Q ) ( p  1) = sQ1

Ps( 1) , s  2  =  Prob N ( p ) = d S ( R ) ( p  1) = sR1
r =0 d =0

S (C ) ( p  1) = sC1



S (W ) ( p) = s S (W ) ( p  1) = sW 1 

W2
  Prob

S (Q ) ( p  1) = sQ1 
W
(
p
)
=
r




S ( R ) ( p  1) = sR1 
(Q )


S ( p  1) = sQ1


 (Q )

S (C ) ( p  1) = sC1 
 (R)
 ProbS ( p) = sQ 2 W ( p) = r
  ProbS ( p) = sR 2 (Q )

S
(
p
)
=
s
Q
2




N ( p) = d




N
(
p
)
=
d


(W )
rMAX 1



 Prob S (C ) ( p) = sC 2 S (C ) ( p  1) = sC1



(6)
The above equation can be rewritten as follows:

Ps( 1) ,s 2  = B[(( Ns )

Q1 ,( s R1 , sC1 ), d ]

 C(sWW)1,sW 2  r , sQ1  P[ (sQ) ,s

Q1 Q 2 ]

(r , d )  Ps( R ) ,s (sC1 , sQ 2 , d , l )  Ps(C ),s 
R1 R 2
C1 C 2

(7)

where:


B[(( Ns )

Q1 ,( s R1 , sC1 ), d ]

is the first probability in (6) , and represents the probability that d

ARQ blocks are drained from the queue in the p -th slot;


C(sWW)1 ,sW 2  r , sQ1  is the second probability in (6) ; it is the probability to move from the
state sW 1 to the state sW 2 , including the probability that r ARQ blocks are emitted
by the source aggregate when its Markov chain is in the state sW 2 ;



P[ (sQ ) ,s

Q1 Q 2 ]

(r , d ) , Ps( R ) ,s (sC1 , sQ 2 , d , l ) and Ps(C ) , s  are the third, fourth and fifth
R1 R 2
C1 C 2

probabilities in (6) , and are elements of the transition probability matrices of the
Queue, the ARQ retransmission process and the wireless channel state, respectively.
The matrix C (W ) r , sQ1  will be derived in Section 4.4. The other matrices will be
calculated in Section 4.5.
Once the matrix P ( ) is known, we can calculate the steady-state probability array of the
system  as the solution of the following linear system:
 (  )  P (  ) =  (  )
 () T
 1 = 1

(8)

where 1T is a column array whose elements are all equal to 1. It may be difficult to solve
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(8) directly since the number of states grows explosively as the queue size increases.
Nevertheless, many algorithms [38] enable us to calculate the array  ( ) maintaining a
linear dependency on K .

4.4 Adaptive Source Aggregate Model
In this section we derive the model of the emission process of the Adaptive Source
Aggregate. As said in Section 2, the emission rate of each source of the aggregate is driven by
the Rate Controller which implements a feedback law that, according to the state sQ of the
Video Multiplexer Queue, determines the number of sources a feedback message has to be
sent to.
Now let us define the underlying Markov chain state of the Adaptive Source Aggregate
emission

S

(W )

process

W ( p) .

This

chain

has

a

G

-dimensional

state,

i.e.

( p) = S[1] ( p), S[2] ( p),..., S[G ] ( p) , where G is the number of encoding levels, and the

value of S[ g ] ( p) , for each g  1,..., G, represents the number of sources encoding with the

g -th encoding level in the p -th slot.
At the beginning of the p -th slot, the Rate Controller randomly chooses a set of sources
among the V sources loading the buffer, starting from the ones encoding at the highest bit
rate, if sQ  qH  1, K  , or from the ones encoding at the lowest bit rate, if sQ  0, qL  1 .
Then it sends them a "rate-decrease" or "rate-increase" message according to the result of the
comparison of sQ with the two thresholds, q L and q H , as described in Section 2.
Therefore the generic state transition sW 1  sW 2 depends, through the feedback law, on
the queue state value sQ1 in the ( p  1) -th slot. For this reason, let us indicate the transition
probability matrix of the underlying Markov chain of W ( p) as P (W ) ( sQ1 ) . Its generic
element can be defined as follows
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1 V ( sQ1 )
 ( s )
 V Q1
1 V ( sQ1 )

 ( s )
(W )
P[ sW 1 , sW 2 ] ( sQ1 ) =  V Q1
1
1

1
0


if sQ1 < qL
if sQ1 < qL
if sQ1 > qH
if sQ1 > qH
if sQ1 < qL
if sQ1 > qH
if qL  sQ1  qH
otherwise

sW 1 , sW 2  (A or B )
sW 1 , sW 2  (C or D )
sW 1 , sW 2  (E or F )
sW 1 , sW 2  (G or H )
sW 1 , sW 2  I
sW 1 , sW 2  J
sW 1 , sW 2  K

(9)

where the conditions in the last column of (9) are detailed in Table 1. More specifically:
 conditions A and B identify the state transitions happening when the queue length is
below the threshold q L and the Rate Controller sends a “rate-increase” message to

v~( sQ1 ) sources randomly chosen among the sources encoding with the minimum bit
rate;
 conditions C and D identify the state transitions happening when the queue length is
below the threshold q L and the Rate Controller sends an "rate-increase" message to

v~(s

Q1



)  1 sources;

 conditions E and F identify the state transitions happening when the queue length is
over the threshold q H and the Rate Controller sends a "rate-decrease" message to

v~( sQ1 ) sources;
 conditions G and H identify the state transitions happening when the queue length is
over the threshold q H and the Rate Controller sends a "rate-decrease" message to

v~(s

Q1



)  1 sources;

 condition I identifies the state transitions happening when the queue length is below the
threshold q L and the Rate Controller should send a "rate-increase" message to

v~( sQ1 ) sources, but in the state sW 1 there are less than v~( sQ1 ) sources that can
increase their encoding level;
 condition J , opposite to the condition I , identifies the state transitions happening when
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the queue length is over the threshold q H and the Rate Controller should send a
"rate-decrease" message to v~( sQ1 ) sources; however, in the state sW 1 there are less
than v~( sQ1 ) sources that can decrease their encoding level;
 condition K identifies the cases where the queue length is within the two thresholds q L
and q H and no feedback message is sent by the Rate Controller.

g  {1,..., G  1} : sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 ), sW 2[g ] = sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 ),
A:
sW 2[g 1] = sW 1[g 1]  v~( sQ1 ), sW 2[G ]  V
B:

g  {1,..., G  2} : sW 1[g ] < v~( sQ1 ), sW 2[g ] = 0,
sW 2[g 1] = V  v~( sQ1 )  sW 1[g ] , sW 2[g  2] = v~( sQ1 )  sW 1[g ]

C:

g  {1,..., G  1} : sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 )  1,
s
=s
 v~( s )  1 , s
=s



W 2[ g ]

D:





W 1[ g ]



Q1

W 2[ g 1]

W 1[ g 1]

 v~( sQ1 )  1

g  {1,..., G  2} : sW 1[g ] < v~( sQ1 )  1, sW 2[g ] = 0,
s
= V  v~( s )  1  s
,s
= v~( s )  1  s
W 2[ g 1]

Q1

W 1[ g ]

W 2[ g  2]

Q1

W 1[ g ]

g  {2,..., G} : sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 ), sW 2[g ] = sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 ),
E:
s
=s
 v~( s ), s
V
W 2[ g 1]

W 1[ g 1]

Q1

W 2[1]

g  {3,..., G} : sW 1[g ] < v~( sQ1 ), sW 2[g ] = 0,
F:
sW 2[g 1] = V  v~( sQ1 )  sW 1[g ] , sW 2[g  2] = v~( sQ1 )  sW 1[g ]









g  {2,..., G} : sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 )  1, sW 2[g ] = sW 1[g ]  v~( sQ1 )  1 ,
G:
s
=s
 v~( s )  1
W 2[ g 1]

H:

W 1[ g 1]

Q1

g  {3,..., G} : sW 1[g ] < v~( sQ1 )  1, sW 2[g ] = 0,
sW 2[g 1] = V  v~( sQ1 )  1  sW 1[g ] , sW 2[g  2] = v~( sQ1 )  1  sW 1[g ]





I : sW 1[G 1]  v~(sQ1 ), sW 2[G ] = V

J : sW 1[2]  v~(sQ1 ), sW 2[1] = V
K : sW 1 = sW 2

Table 1: State sets in Eq. (9)
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Now, let us derive the emission probability matrix B (W ) , whose generic element is
defined as:



B(sWW),r  = Prob W ( p) = r S

(W )



( p)

(10)

For the evaluation of (10) , we need to determine the number r of ARQ blocks emitted
by the source aggregate during the generic p -th time slot when the state of the underlying
Markov chain is S (W ) ( p) . Previously, we have defined the encoding rate array  as an
array containing the emission bit rate of a single source for each encoding level. Therefore,
let us define  (W ) as the encoding rate array expressed in terms of ARQ blocks, each of H
bits, emitted by the source aggregate during  seconds.
Note that for the conversion from bits/s to ARQ blocks/slot, we have to take into account
that the H bits of an ARQ block include the overhead given by the sum of all the layer
(W )
} of ARQ
headers. The generic element of  (W ) , representing the number r {0,..., rMAX

blocks emitted by the source aggregate during a time slot when its state is sW , can be
calculated as:

 sW  =
(W )


H

 G
* 
  sW [ g ] [ g ]  g  1,..., G
 g =1


(11)

where  * is the encoding rate array derived from  taking into account the overhead
introduced by the higher-layer protocol headers.
(W )
Note that the maximum number rMAX
of ARQ blocks that can be emitted by the source

aggregate in each slot is obtained from (11) by considering the state value sW where all
the sources emit with the maximum bit rate, (i.e. sW [ g ] = 0 , g {1,..., G  1} and
sW [G ] = V ), that is:



(W )
rMAX
= V    [G ] 
H


(12)

)
where x  indicates the minimum integer greater than or equal to x . Since  (W
sW  in
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(11) can be a non-integer number, we assume that, in each slot, the number of emitted ARQ
blocks by the aggregate W ( p) is:

 (sW )  
with prob.1 [ s ]
W
W ( p) =  (WW)
 sW    1 with prob. [ sW ]

(13)

where [ sW ] =  (sWW)    (sWW)   ;
In summary, the generic element of the emission probability matrix B (W ) of the SBBP
modeling the source aggregate emission process W ( p) , is:

B[(sWW),r ]

1 [ s ]
W

= [ sW ]
0


if r =  sW  
(W )

if r =  sW    1
otherwise
(W )

(14)

So far, we have derived the matrices P (W ) ( sQ1 ) and B (W ) completely characterizing the
SBBP W ( p) . Now, according to [25], we can equivalently represents W ( p) with the
matrix C (W ) (r , sQ1 ) , defined as the transition probability matrix with the probability of
emitting a given number r of ARQ blocks. Its generic element is defined as follows:
 W ( p  1) = r
C[(sWW)1 , sW 2 ] r , sQ1  = Prob
(W )
 S ( p  1) = sW 2

S (Q ) ( p) = sQ1
(W )
S ( p ) = sW 1





(15)

The matrix C (W ) (r , sQ1 ) can be derived from P (W ) ( sQ1 ) and B (W ) as follows:



C (W ) (r , sQ1 ) = P (W ) (sQ1 )  diag B[:,(Wr])



(16)

where diag B[:,(Wr])  is the diagonal matrix containing the r -th column of the emission
probability matrix B (W ) .
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4.5

Multiplexer System Model

The target of this section is to define the Markov model of the Multiplexer System.
According to the system state transition steps defined in Section 4.2 , we will first consider
the queue drain process N ( p) . Then we will derive the transition probability matrices of the
queue and the ARQ retransmission counter state. Finally, we will consider the wireless
channel state transition.
1. Queue Drain Process
Let us describe the queue drain process N ( p) . It has been defined as the number of ARQ
blocks removed from the service in the p -th slot. According to the choice of the model time
slot  , the number of ARQ blocks removed from the service cannot be greater than 1. More
specifically, N ( p) = 1 if the block transmitted in the ( p  1) -th slot has arrived correctly, or
the maximum number of retransmissions has been reached in the same ( p  1) -th slot;
otherwise N ( p) = 0 . Of course, the fact that N ( p) = 1 means that the block which is in the
service at the ( p  1) -th slot is removed, and a new block, if there is any, enters the service
facility at the p -th slot.

N ( p)

The SBBP processes



is modulated by the underlying Markov chain



S

(N)

( p) = S ( R ) ( p), S (C ) ( p) . More specifically,

S

(N)

( p  1) , i.e. the state of the same underlying Markov chain in the p  1 -th slot. In

i ts value in the p -th slot depends on

addition it depends on the queue state S (Q ) ( p  1) , as we will see below.
Let us indicate the values of the retransmission counter state S ( R ) ( p  1) , the channel state

S (C ) ( p  1) , and the queue state S (Q ) ( p  1) as s R1 , sC1 and sQ1 , respectively.
Consequently, we have:
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B[(( Ns )

Q1 ,( s R1 , sC1 ), d ]


S (Q ) ( p  1) = sQ1 


= Prob  N ( p) = d S ( R ) ( p  1) = s R1  =

S (C ) ( p  1) = sC1 

(17)

1
1

( ABE )
=  sC1 
( ABE )
1 sC1 
1

0

sR1 =' w'
sQ1 = 0 d = 0
sR1  {' w0 ' ,..., ' w ( R ) '} sQ1 > 0 d = 0
sR1  {0,..., s

s MAX

 1}

sQ1 > 0 d = 0

(R)
sR1  {0,..., sMAX
 1}

sQ1 > 0 d = 1

(R)
MAX

sR1 = s
otherwise

(R)
MAX

sQ1 > 0 d = 1

where (sABE ) represents the ARQ block error probability in the channel state sC1 , and
C1

will be calculated later as in (21) .
2. Queue Model
Let us now consider the queue state transition. To this end let us consider two generic
values of the queue state, sQ1 and sQ 2 , in the ( p  1) -th and the p -th slots, respectively.
As discussed so far, the ARQ blocks are the queueing units. Therefore, at the generic p -th
slot, the queue is decremented by d blocks and incremented by r blocks. Thus the value
of the queue state at the p -th slot can be obtained through the following equation:
sQ 2 = min max sQ1  d ,0 r , K 

(18)

where K is the Multiplexer queue size. Thus, given sQ1 , r and d , and taking into
account that d = 0 if sQ1 = 0 , the generic element of the queue transition matrix is defined
as follows:

P[ (sQ ) ,s

Q1 Q 2 ]

1 if min sQ1  d  r , K  = sQ 2
(r , d ) = 
0 otherwise

(19)

3. EE-ARQ Retransmission Counter Model
Now we model the EE-ARQ mechanism. To this end, let us describe how the
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retransmission counter state is updated. Note that the retransmission counter state transition
depends on the evolution of the service processes N ( p) and the queue state S (Q ) ( p) = sQ 2
in the

p -th slot. Thus the generic element of the transition probability matrix

P[ (sR ) , s

( sQ 2 , d ) corresponding to the transition from the state S ( R ) ( p  1) = sR1 to the state

R1 R 2 ]

S ( R ) ( p) = sR 2 , is based on the values sQ 2 and d . S ummarizing, we have:
P[ (sR ) , s

R1 R 2 ]

( sQ 2 , d ) =

1


1


(Tx ) (0)


1 (Tx ) (0)


(Tx ) (   1)



= 1 (Tx ) (   1)

 (Tx )
 (  )


1 (Tx ) (  )


(Tx ) (0)


1 (Tx ) (0)


0


if s R1 =' w'

s R 2 =' w'

sQ 2 = 0 d = 0

if s R1 = 

s R 2 =' w'

sQ 2 = 0 d = 1   R

if s R1 =' w'

sR 2 = 0

sQ 2 > 0 d = 0

if s R1 =' w'

s R 2 =' w0 '

sQ 2 > 0 d = 0

if s R1 = 

s R 2 =   1 sQ 2 > 0 d = 0   R 

if s R1 = 

s R 2 =' w 1 ' sQ 2 > 0 d = 0   R 

if s R1 =' w ' s R 2 = 

sQ 2 > 0 d = 0   R

if s R1 =' w ' s R 2 =' w '

sQ 2 > 0 d = 0   R

if s R1 = 

sR 2 = 0

sQ 2 > 0 d = 1   R

if s R1 = 

s R 2 =' w0 '

sQ 2 > 0 d = 1   R

(20)

otherwise

(R )
} and R  the set of values
where we have indicated as R the set of values {0,..., sMAX
( R)
{0,..., sMAX
 1} .

4. Wireless Channel Model
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Finally, let us describe the wireless channel behavior. As usual (e.g. see [32]), it is
described by means of an M -state Markov process. In this way, the channel statistical
behavior can be characterized by the M  M transition probability matrix of the Markov
chain, P (C ) , and the bit error rate, BERs  , associated to each state sC . Assuming that
C
losses of bits are in the channel uniformly distributed during the time slot, the ARQ block
error probability when the channel state is sC can be calculated as follows:



(sABE ) = 1  1  BERs 
C
C



where 1  BERs 
C



H



H

(21)

is the probability that the block is transmitted correctly.

5. Performance Evaluation
In this section we introduce the main performance parameters for the proposed system,
and analytically derive them. First, from the system steady-state probability array let us
calculate the probability arrays regarding the queue length and the queue drain processes:

 [(sQQ)] = Prob{S (Q ) ( p) = sQ } =  [(sW) ,sQ ,s N ]

(22)

 [(sNN) ] = Prob{S ( N ) ( p) = s N } =  [(sW) ,sQ ,s N ]

(23)

sW s N

sW sQ

.
Now, using the above distributions, we can calculate the ARQ block loss probability
defined as the probability that the ARQ protocol discards a block since unsuccessfully
(R )
retransmitted for sMAX
times:

Loss

ARQ

= [(sABE] )  ( N( R) )
sC

C

(24)

[ sMAX , sC ]

where we have considered that s N = (sR , sC ) . Therefore Loss

ARQ

is given by the

channel error probability [(sABE] ) of each channel state sC , multiplied by the probability that
C

(R )
the channel state is sC and the retransmission counter state is sMAX
.

Another important parameter that can be derived from the above distributions is the
probability that the buffer empties or not empties:
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(Q )
QueueEmpty = Prob{S (Q ) ( p) = 0} =  [0]

QueueNotEmpty = 1 QueueEmpty =

K


sQ =1

(25)

(Q )
[ sQ ]

Assuming that video sources are enough adaptive, the two above metrics, Loss

ARQ

and

QueueNotEmpty , can be used to quantify the capacity of the system to maximize link utilization

when the channel gets better quality, and avoid losses when the channel get worse. For
example, the loss probability can be used to find the minimum acceptable channel quality that
avoids buffer saturation, given a minimal video bitrate.
Let us now derive the total power consumption as follows:

P = P TxSUCCESS  P TxFAILURE  P IDLE
where

P TxSUCCESS = PTx Tx

SUCCESS

(26)

P TxFAILURE = PTx Tx

,

FAILURE

,

and

P IDLE = PIDLE IDLE represent the power consumed during a successful transmission, a failed

transmission and an ARQ transmitter IDLE state (corresponding to a state when the
transmitter is idle because the queue is empty, or the EE-ARQ algorithm imposes the
transmitter to not transmit in order to save power), respectively.
The terms PTx and PIDLE are input parameters, representing the power consumed in one
slot to transmit an ARQ block or to be in the IDLE state, respectively. The terms Tx

Tx

FAILURE

and IDLE

SUCCESS

,

are the probabilities of a successful transmission, a failed

transmission and a transmitter IDLE state, respectively. They can be calculated as follows:
Tx
=  1 [(sABE] )   [(sN ),s ]
(27)
SUCCESS

Tx

FAILURE



C

sC s R



R C

= [(sABE] )   [(sN ),s
C

sC s R

IDLE = 1 Tx = 1  (Tx

SUCCESS

(28)

R C]

Tx

FAILURE

)

(29)

6. Numerical results
In this section we apply the proposed model to numerically evaluate the performance of
the whole Green Adaptive Video Wireless Transmission system when it applied the proposed
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EE-ARQ algorithm. The evaluation will be carried out in terms of both quality of service and
power saving, with the purpose of showing how the combination of the EE-ARQ protocol
with the source Rate Controller reduces waste of energy while assuring good QoS. Moreover,
we will show how the analytical framework proposed in this paper allows to deduce some
design guidelines on the choice of the retransmission policy parameter  , according to the
given requirements specified in terms of QoS and power saving. In the following we consider
a video sequence in CIF format (352 x 288 pixels), related to a documentary captured from
the BBC International Television, and encoded using the vcodec mpeg2video with the ffmpeg
encoder.
We
have
applied
different
encoding
levels
G=5
(

 = {80,120,160,200,240}

kbit/s).

The

correspondent

PSNR

values

are:

 = {39.5,44.0,46.0,47.5,49.0} dB. We have set a number of sources of V = 10 and we

have first considered the case where the traffic load is produced by sources encoding at
constant bitrate, and then the case where the Rate Controller is applied. We consider a Rate
Controller with a V-shaped feedback mask, i.e. qL = qH = K/2 , which represents the most
reactive feedback mask, as demonstrated in [43], and we set the parameter  = 1/V in such
a way that only one source at time is requested to change its encoding rate. The buffer size is
set to K = 25 ARQ blocks, each ARQ block is constituted by H = 512 bits and the
(R )
= 7 . As far as the wireless transmission side is
maximum number of retransmissions is sMAX

concerned, we set C to 5 Mbit/s; therefore the slot duration is  ARQ = H/C = 0.1 ms.
According to [7], we assumed that the wireless interface consumes a power of

PTx = 1350 mW during transmission, and PIDLE = 66 mW when it is idle. Although the
analytical model is able to capture both first- and second-order statistics of the channel
behavior, here we present an analysis for a constant BER, equal to 1103 ; in this way our
results are independent on the channel time correlation.
0.4

ARQ

BR=80kb/s
BR=120kb/s
BR=160kb/s

0.3

BR=240kb/s
0.2

SRC Control

 Tx

FAILURE

BR=200kb/s
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0
1

1.5

2

4

6



Fig. 3 Probability of Transmission Failure
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Fig. 4 Power consumption
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Fig. 5 Loss probability
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Fig. 6 Probability of Queue not empty
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Fig. 7 Received Frame Rate
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In order to deeply analyze cross-layer effects of the proposed algorithm, we compare
results with different cases of constant bit rate encoding, when the encoder uses a target bit
rate ranging between 80 kbit/s (the worst encoding quality but the lowest output bit rate) and
240 kbit/s (the best encoding quality but the highest output bit rate).
First we evaluate the capability of saving energy by considering the number of
transmission failures. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the probability of transmission failure and
the total power consumption, for both constant-bit-rate and rate-controlled cases, against the

 parameter value. Note that for  =1, the retransmission policy assures that packets are
always transmitted with probability 1, so this case coincides with the classical ARQ. Results
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that the proposed retransmission policy allows to reduce the
probability of failure so reducing the power consumption with respect to the case of the
classical ARQ. Moreover the higher the  parameter value, the higher the energy saved.
In order to quantify the capacity of the system to both avoid ARQ loss when the channel
get worse, and maximize link utilization when the channel gets better quality, Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 present the loss probability due to ARQ block discarding because the maximum
number of retransmissions are exceeded, and the probability that the queue is not empty,
respectively. As we can notice, the proposed mechanism improves the classical ARQ
performance, and the improvement increases with the  value. More specifically, the ARQ
loss probability decreases and the link utilization increases for increasing values of  . This
occurs for any kind of video encoding, both constant-rate and adaptive-rate encoding. This is
due to the property of our mechanism to learn the state of the channel, and therefore transmit
when the channel state is better.
Of course, the counterpart of this approach is that the service rate of the buffer decreases
with  , therefore causing some losses. In order to evaluate the overall performance
perceived at destination, we derived the received frame rate. It is displayed in Fig. 7 .
Analyzing this figure we can notice that EE-ARQ presents a destination frame rate greater
than high encoding bitrates. If compared with low rate encoding sources it has a lower
received frame rate, but presents a better encoding quality. Finally, as compared with the
classical ARQ, the lower received frame rate is compensated with the power save shown in
Fig. 4 .
A peculiarity of our approach is that the designer can choose the value of  to find the
desired tradeoff between received quality and consumed power. In addition, another
important characteristic that is worth attention is that EE-ARQ is able to learn the channel
state. Therefore, when the channel is bad, as the case studied so far, EE-ARQ saves power
while maintaining perceived performance acceptable; instead, when the channel state is good,
it works like classical ARQ, but not wasting power because retransmissions are not needed.
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In this context the Rate Controller plays an important role, because it adapts video encoding
to decrease encoding quality to minimize losses, and so maximize frame rate perceived at
destination. Therefore the source Rate Controller, when coupled with EE-ARQ, allows to
tune the encoding bit rate of the source aggregate in order to provide the best video quality
with the maximum received frame rate, while reducing power consumption with respect to
the classical ARQ.

7. Related Work
Although energy efficiency of wireless devices has been one of the principal research
topic in the literature of telecommunications networks in at least the last decade, a main focus
was on how to save energy in low-power battery devices, with the aim of increasing their
lifetime [13, 4]. Most of the pioneering research in the area of energy-saving wireless
communications has focused on transmission schemes to minimize the transmission energy
per bit. In [42], optimal strategies are illustrated to minimize the energy per bit required for
reliable transmission in the wideband regime. The work in [11] proposes an optimal
scheduling algorithm to minimize transmission energy by maximizing the transmission time
for buffered packets. Other scheduling techniques are proposed in [26] and [23] to minimize
the transmission energy. Energy saving techniques for short distance wireless
communications are studied in [5, 6, 12]. The work in [30] analyzes the energy efficiency of
three classes of Hybrid-ARQ (HARQ) protocols, considering the packet transmission time as
a degree of freedom that can be optimized in order to maximize energy-efficiency.
However, most of the above papers assume constant channel conditions, and none of them
accounts the impact of the considered techniques on the performance perceived at the
application level. On the contrary, one of the key features of this paper is the cross-layer
energy-efficient approach for the transmission of video traffic over wireless channels. Many
previous works considered this issue (see for example [27, 21, 8, 10, 9]), but at the best of our
knowledge this is the first work that proposes a system to control energy efficiency of the
wireless channel, and performance at both the transmission and the application levels
simultaneously, making adaptive both the wireless transmitter and the video sources; this goal
is achieved thanks to the introduction of a source Rate Controller at the application level and
a transmission law at the link level. In addition this paper provides some guidelines to support
system design. The same guidelines can be used to modify system feedback laws and
parameters run-time according to the time-varying channel behavior.
Another important topic covered by the paper is the model of the whole system. Many
analytical models of ARQ transmission systems [15, 16, 2, 1], data multiplexer [31, 17] and
multimedia sources [14, 18] are present in the past literature but, at the best of our knowledge,
this is the first model that is able to capture the cross-layer behavior of a green transmission
system constituted by a multiplexer of video sources served by an energy-efficient
ARQ-based wireless link.

8. Conclusions and Future Works
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In this paper we have proposed a cross-layer approach for the transmission of
multiplexed rate-controlled multimedia streams over wireless channels. The proposed
approach is adaptive in both the video sources and the wireless transmitter. In order to
compensate transmission bandwidth reduction due to the energy saving policies, a source
Rate Controller is introduced. An analytical model of the system has been defined and a
numerical analysis has been used as an example on how to derive some guidelines to choose
the design parameters of the proposed transmission law. However, the analytical framework
proposed in this paper, is more general and can be used to evaluate and design different
energy-saving retransmission policies and different feedback masks for the source
Rate-Controller. As said in Section 5, evaluation of some minimum bound for the channel
quality that avoids buffer saturation, and maximum bound for the video encoding bitrate that
avoids link bandwidth waste can be an interesting application of the proposed model in future
research.
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